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A Message from the Chapter President...

Greg Taylor, FHFMA, CPA
Chapter President

What a great fall institute in Charleston last week. Thank you Diane Story and
your team for putting together a fun and educational event. Before we know it,
we will be back in Charleston for the Dixie Institute on February 17 th.
Registration for Dixie is open at hfmadixie.org. Between now and Dixie, we have
several other education options, so be sure to check the schfma.org website for
upcoming education programs.

In late September, Woody Turner and I attended the national HFMA fall presidents meeting. This
meeting was mostly used for the presidents and president-elects from our region, region 5, to get
together and work on the business of the region. Region 5 is made up of Tennessee, Georgia,
Alabama, Florida, and South Carolina. Also at this meeting, national HFMA unveiled the new strategic
plan with a mission of “leading the financial management of healthcare”. The strategic plan focuses on
developing individuals, improving organizational performance, and shaping the healthcare system.
You should have received your membership satisfaction survey by email on October 21st. The survey
is open until the end of November and I would ask that you please fill out the survey. The survey
serves two important purposes. First, and most importantly, the survey helps us guide the chapter on
what needs to change and improve. The move to more one-day sessions and a greater emphasis on
the quality of our education, is a direct result of what the chapter’s leadership heard from the survey.
Second, the survey serves as a scorecard to national HFMA on how the chapter is doing. So, if we are
doing things well, please share that in your survey.
In closing, we have a great chapter and that is due to the quality of people in this chapter. In our world
of social media, texting, emails, etc. it is easy to feel isolated, but we as members of SCHFMA have a
great network of people who are always willing to help. I often contact fellow members for advice
ranging from restaurant recommendations to technical issues. If you have never attended one of our
events (or you have been absent for a while), I would encourage you to attend an upcoming event and
reconnect with old friends and make new ones.
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to Kam Mok!
While attending the 2014 Fall
Institute, Kam won a provider
scholarship to attend the
2015 DIXIE Institute in
Charleston, South Carolina, on
February 17-20, 2015.
www.hfmadixie.org
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Kim’s Corner — Region 5 Updates
Greetings to my fellow HFMA members! Happy fall and football season! As we tell
summer good bye and begin enjoying pumpkin spice lattes, I would like to encourage
each of you to have a warm spot in your hearts and invite a co-worker to become a
member of HFMA or contact an old friend to renew their membership. With changes
in healthcare being at an all time high, it is necessary to stay up to date on education
and network with those that have similar issues. What better place than HFMA?
Kim Shrewsbury, CPA, FHFMA
Region 5 Regional Executive

Having been a member of HFMA for over 25 years, I can safely state that HFMA is
one of the best business partners I could have chosen. The education I have
received, vendor partners that have worked with me, and lasting friendships I have
made is immeasurable.

I would encourage each of you to participate in the member get a member campaign sponsored by national
and any campaign your local chapter is holding. You chapter membership chair is Janine Ciranni and she can
be contacted at janine.ciranni@baml.com. I am sure they would love to hear from you!
Enjoy the season!

Alabama ● Florida ● Georgia ● South Carolina ● Tennessee
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Staying Independent and In Control
Brad Competty
Reprinted with permission from The Capital Issue at www.lancasterpollard.com

It’s widely recognized that the hospital landscape
has profoundly changed in the last 10 years due to
extensive hospital consolidations. The rise in local
hospital systems and the drop in independent
community hospitals through mergers and
acquisitions have dramatically shifted the makeup
of the hospital sector.

challenge of retaining key physicians and the
threat of reimbursement cuts. This has driven
many to look for cost-driven savings and
partnerships to help allocate resources. As
indicated in the chart, the trend for hospitals to
merge or be acquired by a system continues to
persist despite the slight decrease in transactions
for 2013. From 2008 through 2012, the number of
independent hospitals decreased by 243,
demonstrating the challenge to stay independent.

Although the merger and acquisition deal volume
in the hospital sector fell to 84 transactions in
2013 from 100 in 2012, the overall pace was still
above 2009 and 2010, with 52 and 72 transactions
respectively, and slightly below 90 in 2011,
according to Irving Levin Associates. Many
independent hospitals are finding that affiliations
with stronger health care providers are able to
provide the benefits and efficiencies necessary to
navigate the recent changes in the industry. (See
“Thinking About Merging? Considerations for Your
To-Do List.”)

Many independent hospitals are
finding that affiliations with
stronger health care providers are
able to provide the benefits and
efficiencies necessary to navigate
the recent changes in the industry.

The main drivers for a potential merger or
acquisition include the location of the hospital, its
complementary services to the acquirer and
whether there are efficiencies or economies of
scale to be achieved. Most recently, health
systems are assessing opportunities in neighboring
markets due to familiarity or previous interaction
with the candidate’s physicians or senior
leadership.
While the merger and acquisition environment
continues within the hospital sector, independent
hospitals can still thrive and provide the necessary
health services within their community if the right
steps are taken. There are several factors that
have helped shape the key strategies for
community hospitals to keep their independence:
 Maintaining a long-standing presence and
reputation for quality health care that is well
known within the community.

What’s Happening?
Specifically, community hospitals are taking
advantage of these efficiencies created by using
the resources and knowledge that an affiliation
within the larger health system can provide.
Because of the volatility with health care industry,
independent hospitals are constantly facing the
8






Possessing and retaining a strong management
team and physician staff.
Partnering or affiliating with other local
hospitals through a less competitive and more
cooperative mentality.
Gaining access to capital for maintaining and
improving its property, plant and equipment.

Marshall Browning Hospital
A leading example of an independent hospital is
Marshall Browning Hospital located in Du Quoin,
Ill. The nonprofit hospital has been a mainstay in
the Du Quoin community since 1918 and is
designated as a CAH.

Recently, many community hospitals are finding
that through affiliations or partnerships, they are
able to provide additional services and reach
efficiencies they could not otherwise achieve. An
affiliation or partnership in regards to community
hospitals means an opportunity to work with
another hospital or hospital system to benefit in
educational,
administrative
and
clinical
opportunities. The hospitals maintain their own
identity and no changes in ownership occur.

Marshall Browning affiliated with Southern Illinois
Healthcare (SIH) in September 2011 and recently
expanded its facility in 2007 with a 22,000-squarefoot addition that created 25 private patient
rooms, each with its own private shower and
restroom along with a new wing that features a
new surgical and endoscopy suite, a dedicated pre
and post-op outpatient surgery area, a new
laboratory, an expanded pharmacy, and an
inpatient activity and rehab area. The original taxexempt bond issuance for the project was
successfully refinanced through the Business and
Industry Guaranteed Loan Program (B&I) in 2010.

Pat Schou, the executive director of the Illinois
Critical Access Hospital Network (ICAHN), a
nonprofit association created to share resources,
provide education and promote best practices for
member critical access hospitals (CAH) in Illinois,
weighed in on the ever changing landscape for
community hospitals.
“The strategy for
community hospitals has shifted to value-based
care where smaller, integrated systems are
needed to coordinate care and have a qualitybased approach,” Shou said. “Hospitals have to
look past barriers of competition and align new
relationships either through affiliation or
partnerships for efficiencies and coordination of
care. It may be in the best interest for rural
hospitals to remain independent as long as they
are building partnerships and finding opportunities
to work together with other care providers.”

The management team, led by the CEO Ed Gast,
has positioned Marshall Browning in a way that
provides a number of opportunities in the future.
Gast explained, “Through our affiliation with SIH,
we were provided with the oversight and
assistance for the implementation of lean daily
management in our hospital along with support
for installing a new electronic health records
system using Meditech. These are both services
that we couldn’t have implemented alone.”
These services are just the beginning in what many
community hospitals are realizing in regards to the
resources and opportunities a strategic
partnership can bring. In addition, the relationship
with SIH is consistently providing a more seamless
means of making referrals to SIH’s tertiary care
facility while helping with utilization by way of
new specialty clinics in the community hospital
setting, according to Gast. All of these have been
critical to fueling the bottom line of Marshall
Browning.

Moving forward, Schou expressed the importance
of community hospitals preserving their market
share as the Affordable Care Act has changed the
industry landscape. “Hospitals can’t go from
volume to value in one year,” she said. “They will
need to partner to provide additional services and
programs.”

Furthermore, the relationship has developed to
where Gast is involved in SIH annual strategic
planning and monthly executive meetings. While
9

many community hospitals have gone the route of
acquisition, others such as Marshall Browning are
finding that there are several intermediary
opportunities that still allow for local control. Still,
there is the opportunity for a more formal
relationship in the future, such as contract
management or joint venture.

and physician staff is indicative of dedication to
the community and the success of the hospital.
Partnerships or affiliations typically demonstrate
the hospital’s ability to work with others to expand
their capabilities as well as the potential for
support in the future if needed. Merger or
acquisition is not always the necessary outcome
for community hospitals. Through similar steps
taken by Marshall Browning, other community
hospitals can build strategic affiliations and
partnerships to maintain their independence and
control.

What Lies Ahead
According to both Schou and Gast, independence
is critical in preserving the local infrastructure of
the community along with the control to provide
the necessary health services to thelocal
population. The largest threat to independent
community hospitals is if a dramatic change in
reimbursement or regulation were to occur. For
instance, there have been proposals to cut critical
access hospitals’ Medicare reimbursement.
Currently, CAHs are paid for most inpatient and
outpatient services to Medicare patients at 101%
of reasonable costs. However, proposed legislation
could cut the reimbursement to 99%. This
provides even more incentive for hospitals, such
as Marshall Browning, to seek partnerships with
other hospitals or health systems like SIH in order
to leverage their purchasing power and experience
to gain cost efficiencies.

Brad Competty is an associate with
Lancaster Pollard in Columbus. He may
be reached at
bcompetty@lancasterpollard.com.

Access to capital is critical; therefore, hospitals
that cannot access debt because of financial
hardship are the targets of merger and acquisition
activity. The importance of having updated
facilities and technology is essential to the success
of community hospitals since they typically do not
have the resources and credit profile a health
system possesses. Through successful financings
using nontraditional structures (FHA, USDA,
community bank placements), independent
hospitals are able to gain access to capital for
improvements and enhancement of their product
offerings, a critical part of remaining independent.
Creditors are viewing the management teams,
physician staff and the hospital’s current and
future partnerships as critical characteristics to
their ability to perform and remain a strong credit.
Minimal turnover in board members, management
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Alice Childs is now the Business Development Executive for Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP!
Greg Taylor has been named office managing partner for Dixon Hughes Goodman’s Greenville, SC, office!
Janine Ciranni is now the Vice President of Treasury Solutions at Bank of America Merrill Lynch!
We would like to welcome the following new members to the HFMA South Carolina Chapter:


Karen Adkins, Lexington Medical Center



Latonia McElhaney, Physicians Choice Laboratory Services



Holly Ailes, Lexington Medical Center



Jane McKee, CRCR, Conifer Health Solutions



Jacqueline Anderson, Palmetto Health



Connie McKelvey, Bon Secours St. Francis Health System



Sarah Basile, Carolinas HealthCare System



Wendy McLennan, Spartanburg Regional Healthcare



Donald Becker, MUSC Physicians



Bart Bennett, Springbrook Behavioral Health System



Eric Meadows, Lexington Medical Center



Nancy Bollibon, Lexington Medical Center



Kam Mok, Medical University of South Carolina



Joanne Brockman, SourceHOV



Sarah Nicholson, Greenville Health System



C. Dawn Bryson, Greenville Health System



Gwyn Northrup, Spartanburg Regional Healthcare Systems



Christina Gantt, KPMG LLP



Jessica Ovbiagele, Medical University of South Carolina



Tesha Grant, Roper St. Francis Healthcare



Tonya Pharr-Walker, McKesson Corporation



April Green, The Regional Medical Center of Orangeburg



Brandon Pittman, AMCOL

and Calhoun



Ryan Smith, CPA, Dixon Hughes Goodman LLP



Robert Harvey, Medical University of South Carolina



Ashley Sumter, Lexington Medical Center



Todd Heckman, Medical University of South Carolina



Sarah Towery, Adreima



Laurie Jaccard, Clinical Intelligence, LLC



Tammy Truel, Rper St. Francis Healthcare



Angela Jones, Spartanburg Rehabilitation Institute



Richard Weinmeyer, Roper St. Francis Healthcare



Jordan Lanford, MHA, Palmetto Health



Daryan Woodall, Roper St. Frances Healthcare

Systems

Do you have news that you would like to spread on the Kudzu vine?
Just email Jasper and we’ll be glad to share! jpowell@selfregional.org
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Working to Leave:

Finding My Cuban Roots
Estelle Welte, Medical Data Systems (MDS)
In early October, a group of healthcare leaders, including former
U.S. Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist, traveled to Cuba with the
intention of
obtaining a better
understanding of
the country’s
healthcare delivery
system. Led by
Kraft Consulting out
of Nashville,
Tennessee, I was
honored to be
among the 24 traveling within this healthcare delegation.

Cuba, and the Museo Nacional de Belias Artes (Cuban National
Museum of Art). We were provided with presentations on
various healthcare, cultural, and economic topics. We were
afforded extensive question and answer opportunities at all of
the previously mentioned locations, and also met with a Social
Psychology Professor from the University of Havana, a
representative from the Ministry of Health (MINSAP), a Cuban
economist, and a Foreign Service Officer from the US Interests
Section in Havana.

Travel in and around Havana was performed by bus, which
provided insightful views of the various parts of the city. We
toured within local communities, ate at various Paladors, and
viewed the well-traveled sections of Havana (intended for
Opinion on travel to Cuba varies, and can be quite contentious
tourists). Focusing on healthcare and this country’s higher than
depending on who you may engage on this topic. You have
average life expectancy, as published by the World Health
some Cuban-Americans who believe any travel or “tourism”
Organization, we concentrated our efforts and questions on
provides support and money to a communist regime that
understanding the specifics of their healthcare delivery.
oppresses its citizens. Having been born to a Cuban mother,
Healthcare is “free” in Cuba but highly regulated. You must
who fled that country in 1960, I have had first-hand experience utilize your local polyclinic for your healthcare needs. The
with the varied opinions of family members/Cuban-Americans.
Cuban government, as a whole, emphasizes preventative care.
The opportunity to travel to Cuba was personal on many levels, They have procedures in place to check on citizens and their
but also somewhat humanitarian, as I considered the
health, including elderly that may be immobile, and doctors will
implications of my visit, and what to do with the information
visit in the home. Each physician within the polyclinic is held
and knowledge I obtained. Sometimes trips and experiences
accountable for the health of the citizens in the community
such as this are intended to make you think. They may be
surrounding/assigned to those clinics. Statistics are carefully
meant to make you see the great gifts in your own life. I
monitored and managed. Incidents of infant mortality and
experienced a range of emotions on my travels to Cuba, and still cancer diagnosis are carefully tracked. The day to day lifestyle in
struggle to articulate them in this piece. I will try to give you a
Cuba is a major health contributor. A diet rich in fruits and
basic sense of our itinerary, but more than that a sense of the
vegetables, limited resources for transportation which result in a
life that exists for today’s Cuban citizens.
great deal of walking/exercise, and no access to fast food outlets
(no McDonalds and Burger King in Cuba), add to the lifeTravel to Cuba is diligently regulated by the U.S. and Cuban
expectancy of Cuban citizens. Due to the general acceptance of
governments, and a specific agenda is outlined and strictly
smoking in their culture, incidents of lung cancer still remain
adhered to. Our healthcare delegation visited Cuba’s Latin
high. We questioned physicians and healthcare workers on
American School of Medicine (ELAM), The Frank Pais Orthopedic treatment for various diseases and although resources and
Hospital, a local community polyclinic (primary healthcare), the medications are limited, Cuba has placed a national emphasis on
Cabildo
healthcare research, pharmaceutical development, and purport
Quisicuaba
significant resources to provide extensive healthcare education
Community
and support internationally.
Project, which
administers
On the rare instance in which we were given time to ourselves,
HIV and AIDS to explore on our own, I personally had the opportunity to
health
branch off with our Cuban Tour Guide, Graham, who was
projects in
assigned to our delegation. My goal was to locate where my
12

Grandfather had his businesses on the street behind the capital,
and where my mother grew up also located in the community
behind the capital. As we maneuvered through the streets of
Havana, my eyes were truly opened to the living conditions of its
citizens. Although conditions weren’t “hidden” from us during
our bus trips, I experienced a range of emotions walking the
same streets where 54 years ago my mother and her family
lived. Although the neighborhood I experienced was quite
different from what she lived in, I was moved beyond measure
to have stood on those streets.

wondered how things will ever improve for the citizens of
today’s Cuba, and I felt helpless to impact any real change for
their future. Although the walk was moving, emotional, and a
lot to take in, I felt safe the entire time. Crime is non-existent
and punishment for crime severe. Never once did I feel unsafe,
even in the most challenged communities of Havana.

Upon my departure from Cuba and on our ride to the Jose Marti’
airport, I felt a tug to stay. However, at the same time I had a
small feeling that I had accomplished what I intended and wasn’t
sure I needed to ever return. I have significant family roots in
Just prior to my neighborhood excursion, we toured an old cigar Cuba. I acknowledge and honor that. Although I have family
factory named Partagas. No
members that have yet to acknowledge my trip or ask about my
longer a working factory, the
experiences there, I know they have their reasons and I have
building itself was set for
mine. I won’t pretend to know all the specifics of the politics
restoration. Under a layer of
between our two countries and I acknowledge that any
aged dust, the architecture
government can manipulate what it wants its citizens, tourists or
from years past was beautiful. the world to see. At the end of the day, all of that noise was not
The wood floors, door, and
my focus. I chose to focus on the individual citizen, what care
detailed wood crown molding they receive, and how they live. I had the chance to talk to a
were worthy of salvage. After some broken Spanish
young artist who is in his early twenties, about the same age of
conversation with the security guard, he allowed us to see many my son. In his effort to explain his art and my effort to
areas of the building where no doubt Cubans spent countless
understand his vision, I found
hours rolling the now famous symbol of their country. I took
the essence of my trip. He had
many pictures trying to “take it all in”. I photographed the
used pencil and charcoal chalk
capital from the windows, thinking this was the view those
to draw a man on a bicycle
workers had each day. Upon return from my trip, while sharing
cart, selling his wares on the
my travels and pictures with my mother, she was shocked that I
streets of Havana. What was
was in the Partagas factory specifically. It turns out my Great
different about this bike cart
Grandmother worked there, every day, for most of her life. To
was that he had added
say that it was a gift to have been in the building and that I was
helicopter blades extended
able to share photos with my mom does not do the feelings and
from the top and a landing pad
emotion justice.
“X” just under the wheels. In
broken English he explained
As I walked the streets of the community surrounding the
that the man depicted in the
Capital, we encountered citizens of Cuba that showed little
picture, like many Cuban
emotion/expression. This made me unsure of whether they
citizens, “works, so that one
welcomed American tourists or would rather we not be there.
day he might leave”. What that means to each Cuban citizen
Very young children seemed happiest, probably unaware of the may be different. It may mean “leave” their circumstances, it
limited future ahead and the daily struggle to provide food and may mean “leave” poverty, and/or it may mean “leave” the
basics. With buildings in decay and streets dirty from years of
country. In this young man’s eyes, I saw my son, but I also saw a
neglect, the continued embargo and limited resources weigh
generation uncertain of where their future would lead them.
heavy in the air. Families live with multiple generations under
Hopeful they will move beyond the circumstances that exist for
one roof. Housing is limited. Newly married couples will likely
them today.
live with ones parents and in that home may be grandparents
and still more growing children. Resources for food are limited. I will be forever changed by my trip to Cuba and I am grateful to
What we take for granted, i.e. milk, spices, and meat, they know have had this opportunity.
all too well that quantities are limited and access to them must
Estelle Welte is the Senior Vice President at Medical Data Systems, Inc.
be cherished. The Cuban government is proud that “no one
(MDS), and current Secretary (Officer) for the South Carolina Chapter of
starves” (ration cards), and healthcare is free, but walking on the
HFMA. She may be reached at (772) 559 – 8782 or via email:
streets where my mother once walked as a young girl, I
ewelte@meddatsys.com
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Acquisitions in Anesthesia
Good or Bad for Hospitals and Cost of Surgical Care?
By Daniel Prevost
The horn has officially been sounded by the public,
government, and employer communities on the
unsustainable cost of healthcare in the US. As a result, well
-funded disruptive innovators across the country are
pouring money into various initiatives that promise to shift
patient volume toward lower cost care settings. It is no
secret to hospital stakeholders that surgery is the profit
engine in most hospitals. With the trending decline of
inpatient procedures and the increasing reliance on
outpatient services, hospitals are faced with the reality of
being required to compete on price more than ever
before. In response to this pressure, most health systems
have either completed, or are in the process of analyzing
their total cost of surgical care by service line to better
understand their competitive position in the marketplace.

Under the radar of many hospital executives is the rising
trend of anesthesia group acquisitions by Practice
Management Companies (PMC’s) nationwide. Since 2012,
there have been nearly 40 anesthesia practice acquisitions
representing over 1,500 anesthesiologists. Read between
the lines of this relatively new marketplace activity and it
is clear there is a well-funded strategic initiative underway
to control the limited supply of anesthesiologists across
the US. Most physician-friendly hospital executives give
little thought to the long term cost and other
consequences associated with these transactions when
approached by anesthesia group leaders to “bless” the
deal.

Most CEO’s view this activity as following the Hospitalist
and Emergency Medicine trends where PMC and staffing
Until recently, it is unlikely many hospitals viewed
company models are common and produce many
professional anesthesia services as a significant
efficiencies and, arguably, better standards of care.
component of the total cost of surgical care. However, in However, anesthesia is clearly a different specialty where
low-acuity/high-volume outpatient service areas, the
limited access to providers can paralyze the OR and lifeline
anesthesia bill can approach 30-50% of the total
profit center of the hospital. As many health systems are
procedure cost. Additional contributors to the total cost of learning the hard way, a contractual relationship with a
surgical care are hospital-employed Certified Registered
PMC-owned anesthesia practice can result in many of the
Nurse Anesthetists’ (CRNA) arrangements and anesthesia following unforeseen outcomes in their market:
stipends. So, when considering market position by service
20-40%+ increases in anesthesia managed care rates:
line, anesthesia cost must be included in the analysis.
An outcome of most anesthesia acquisitions by large
PMC’s is the incentive of increased leverage with managed
care payors that result in increased top line revenue.
Achieved through collapsing Tax ID’s post acquisition, this
increase in commercial insurer payouts can be as much as
20-40%, depending on the size of the group being acquired
and the portfolio of contracts held by the PMC. The result
for the hospital is a loss in the ability to better control
service pricing in the face of public demand for lower cost
Since 2012, there have been nearly 40 and price transparency. In the words of HFMA CEO Joseph
Fifer – “one thing is clear: Providers who pursue
anesthesia practice acquisitions
consolidation to gain market power and force higher
representing over 1,500 anesthesiologists payment rates in an environment where price
transparency expectations are growing by the day are

1
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setting themselves up for failure.”

4

Change in Physician Allegiance and Behavior: Another
often-unforeseen outcome resulting in an anesthesia
Loss or reduced control of perioperative
acquisition is the noticeable change in physician behavior
environment: Many PMC’s are larger in total annual
post acquisition. Physician allegiance naturally shifts from
revenues than a typical health system – some like MedNax
the group and hospital to the new PMC and their
(MD), Team Health (TMH), and AmSurg (AMSG) are
corporate expectations. The former “get it done” attitude
publicly traded. The hospital’s relationship with the
of the group shifts to “how quickly can I leave” and “who is
anesthesia group changes significantly post acquisition.
going to relieve me” discussions in the OR.
Decision making with these bureaucracies becomes a
“process.” Collaboration with group leadership is often
Imbalance of Fair Market Value Arrangements: The
difficult. Hospital executives may find frustration with the
net fee for service revenue associated with most
communication inefficiencies and difficulty making
anesthesia practices seldom covers the total expenses
progress on difficult discussions such as stipends, new
associated with providing the services. As a result, most
sites of service, after-hours coverage, and new payment
hospitals today subsidize their anesthesia group either
models.
directly with a check or indirectly by employing the CRNAs
in a care team environment to relieve the anesthesia
“One things is clear: Providers who
practice of the burden of “net” CRNA expenses. These
financing activities typically require that a Fair Market
pursue consolidation to gain market
Value (FMV) arrangement be in place with the anesthesia
power and force higher payment
group. However, when a practice is acquired by a PMC and
rates in an environment where price
top line revenue increases significantly due to increased
leverage with payors, PMC’s often refuse to discuss a
transparency expectations are
“rebalance” of this arrangement. The group’s valuation
growing by the day are setting
(and the payouts to the group’s former shareholders) is
themselves up for failure.”
based on the existing contractual and financial support
relationship with the hospital. This often leads to an
- Joseph Fifer, HFMA CEO
impasse at contract renewal.

2

5

Hospital MSO - A Different Approach:

3

Reduced ability to attract and retain top talent: A
consistent term of agreement justifying the price
associated with every anesthesia acquisition is the
requirement of every physician within the group to accept
a 25-50% decrease in compensation for 5-7 years post
acquisition. Additionally, each physician must agree to
various noncompete provisions that prevent them from
practicing at their respective location if the PMC ever loses
the contract with the hospital. The new provider
compensation structure is often well below the local and
regional market in order to allow for the 15-25% profit
margin required by shareholders of most PMC’s.
Recruiting top talent into this new environment is difficult
and can result in the existing top talent retiring or
eventually leaving for better financial opportunities.

Several forward thinking health systems are proactively
taking a different approach to controlling their anesthesia
staffing model and resulting price in the market. An
emerging trend is the establishment of a wholly owned
medical group subsidiary that contracts with anesthesia
providers for clinical services, but controls all of the
business and operational functions within the practice.
This management services organization (MSO) model
offers health systems several long-term strategic
advantages over current outsourced relationships with a
PMC:

1

Ability to better control price of anesthesia service in
your market: As the new entity responsible for billing,
hospitals can now take the total cost of providing the
service into consideration when re-establishing rates with
managed care payors. This approach proactively “strips
15

out” excess profit above FMV, if any, that exist in the
current contractual relationship. Additionally, this new
relationship gives the hospital and payor the opportunity
to get more creative on discussions regarding bundles and
other new payment models that can include anesthesia.

2

Ability to shift work per “Top of License:”
anesthesiologists are often compared to an airline
pilot where their involvement is critical during “take offs
and landings” or emergency situations, but rarely required
to fly the plane during routine maneuvers or stable inflight
situations. Current payment models allow
anesthesiologists to supervise or direct up to 4 cases at a
time without a decrease in reimbursement per case even if
the MD is clinically capable of doing more. Health systems
that adopt this more efficient anesthesia staffing model
are then able to experiment with new payment models
that eliminate this staffing ratio requirement, giving them
the flexibility to improve staffing efficiencies and lower
overall costs, thereby bestowing on them a distinct
competitive advantage.

3

Transparency in revenue and control of revenue
cycle: The true revenue potential of a practice in an
outsourced contractual arrangement is at best a “guess”
for the hospital and often not very transparent. However,
it is extremely important when determining a FMV
arrangement or subsidy to have a fairly good
understanding of the total anesthesia professional
revenue potential. Another added benefit of this new
model is the hospital’s ability to manage the entire
revenue cycle (choosing to internalize or outsource), and
have complete transparency of the true revenue
associated with professional anesthesia service care
delivery.

subsidiary model properly is no simple task. The unique
nuances and aspects of compliance, billing/collecting,
managed care contracting, MD/CRNA compensation and
care team staffing models are well known to long-tenured
clinicians and business experts in the specialty. However,
enough of these new business models have been put in
place over the last several years, that the resources
needed by a health system to assist in the transition away
from anesthesia PMCs are now readily available.

Sources
Modern Healthcare. HFMA chief says new wave of
healthcare deals driven by value. Joseph J. Fifer. June 21,
2014.
http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20140621/
MAGAZINE/306219978.
abeo is a medical billing company offering complete
revenue cycle management, practice management,
transcription and software solutions to help anesthesia
practices, hospitals and surgery center clients with the
billing and management of their practice or facility.

abeo Management Corporation
7301 N State Hwy 121, Suite 365
Irving, Texas 75039
www.abeo.com
info@abeo.com
888.281.6187

4

Ability to better manage anesthesia personnel:
Whether clinical care delivery or behavioral issues,
some independent and PMC-owned anesthesia groups
struggle with matters of discipline, re-education and
justified termination. The health system-owned medical
group subsidiary model allows for more timely
intervention by physician and human resource leadership
to prevent further erosion of surgeon, nursing and/or
patient satisfaction.
Establishing this health system-owned medical group
16

Please note that the November 18th Event has been cancelled
2014 Fall Accounting Forum — December 11 — Charleston
Chapter Awards and CRCA Graduation — January 9 — Columbia
Region 5 DIXIE Institute — February 17-20 — Charleston
Payer Summit — March 20 — Columbia
Annual Institute — May 26-29 — Myrtle Beach
For more information on events, visit our webpage at

www.schfma.org/events.htm
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The South Carolina Chapter would like to congratulate the below list of Certified
Members* and also celebrate our accomplishment of being ranked #7 in the
United States, when comparing Certified Members to total membership!
Bret A Barr, FHFMA
Kevin W Barron, FHFMA, FACHE
Faith Brownlee, CHFP
Rebecca J Brugler, CHFP
Kimberly J Bryson, CHFP
Thomas J Bryson Jr., FHFMA, CPA
Michael L Bunch, FHFMA
Williams D Clinkscales, CHFP
Thomas D Cockrell, FHFMA
Kristie Cross, CHFP
Jessica M Curtis, CHFP, CRCA
Bruce Davis, FHFMA
Tim A Durden, CHFP
Sandra A Edwards, CHFP, CRCA
Michael A Ehlen, CHFP
Nelda D. Fields, FHFMA
Michael Gardenier, FHFMA
Bill Gay, CHFP, CPA, CIA CR
Kimberly Green, CHFP
Frank P Grella, FHFMA
Jeraud G Hammond, FHFMA
Michael Haney, FHFMA

Sahadeo P Hariprasad, CHFP, MS, MBA
James L Head Jr., FHFMA, CPA
Kyle E Herbert, CPA, CMA, FHFMA
Deborah B Hunt, FHFMA
Charles R Hyatt, CHFP
Michael E Jebaily, FHFMA
Wm. Paul Kerns, III, FHFMA, CPA
Gloria J Knight, CHFP
William R Koprowski, Ph.D, JD, FHFMA
Lawrence A Laddaga, Esq., FHFMA
Stephen G Lutfy, FHFMA
Patricia L Lynch, FHFMA
Joe C Martin Jr., FHFMA
Cheryl S Mason, FHFMA, CPA
Raymond E McCulloch, FHFMA, CPA
Malanie McMaster, FHFMA, CPA
Sheila K Miller, FHFMA
Yulia V Milli, CHFP
Robert P Minus, FHFMA
Martin G Moore, FHFMA
Matthew F Muse, CHFP
Dennis G O’Connor, FHFMA, CPA

Barney E Osborne Jr., FHFMA
Jeffrey L Perkins, CHFP, CPA
William N Phillips, FHFMA, CPA
Barbara I Pope, CHFP
Liza Porterfield, CHFP
Jasper A. Powell, CHFP, CRCA
Blix M Rice, CHFP
Gregory E Scarbrough, FHFMA, CPA
Stanley E Smith, FHFMA, MHA, CRA
Trudy P Soloman, CHFP
Kathleen M Stapleton, CHFP
Richard Stokes, Jr, FHFMA, CPA
Gwen F Stubbs, CHFP
J David Sudduth, FHFMA
Gregory S Taylor, FHFMA, CPA
Kenneth W Walters, FHFMA, CMA
Jeffrey L White, FHFMA, CPA
Tessa G Whitworth, CPA, CRCA, CHFP
Turner J Wortham Jr., FHFMA
J Scott Yandle, CHFP
Lynnwood H Young, FHFMA

To get your name “on the list” and learn more about HFMA Certification, please contact:

Steve Lutfy, FHFMA
SCHFMA Certification Chair
stephen.g.lutfy@us.pwc.com
(803) 753 5209
Did you know that the South Carolina Chapter will purchase a license key to unlock the National HFMA On-Line Study Guide for
you at no cost, in exchange for your commitment to sit for the exam within 6 months of receipt (a $195 value!)? Additionally, the
Chapter will reimburse your exam fees in full when you pass the exam (a $395 value!)
Step-up to the plate and advance your professional career with HFMA Certification!

* As of October 2014
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Utilization of Healthcare Services Special Report
Collaboration with Hospital 100 and Kurt Salmon
Tolerance is rapidly waning for the perverse model
of rewarding the provision of “sick care” as
opposed to “well care.” While best practices will
continue to evolve, promising new models have
emerged to early success, and future care delivery
models and incentive structures are becoming
more defined. To achieve success in this new
paradigm, organizations must remove significant
excess utilization and reduce medical costs. What
is not clear, however, is how much utilization
needs to be removed, and how quickly.

compare this to the expectations of the surveyed
executives.
Detailed Findings
Inpatient Comparison
Sixty-three percent of respondents expect
inpatient services utilization to decrease in the
next five years, with an average expected
reduction of 3%. Based on the estimates built
using the HCG data, however, a well-managed
population should see a reduction of inpatient
admissions of 30% relative to loosely managed
levels (which are already 10% lower than they
were five years ago). This figure is based on real
data observed from plans and providers that have

In March 2014, Kurt Salmon and Hospital 100
asked executives and board members at small and
large hospitals and health systems in 38 states
how they think utilization will change. We then
compared the survey responses to a set of Health
Cost Guidelines™ (HCG)—benchmarks for health
care utilization and cost defined by actuarial
consulting firm Milliman and based on data from
commercial insurance carriers and Medicare. The
benchmark spectrum ranges from organizations
with limited medical management activities
(loosely managed) to organizations that perform
extensive medical management activities (well
managed). The latter represent a theoretically
achievable model of care, but not necessarily one
that has actually yet been achieved.

more mature population health management in
place.
While care is unlikely to fully transition to wellmanaged levels over the next five years, the
discrepancy between respondent expectations
and HCG benchmarks, along with recent trends,
suggests that executives are not preparing for
demand changes of this scale.

Currently, the utilization for most health care
delivery systems falls closer to the loosely
managed benchmarks. Our analysis assumes care
delivery systems will move toward the wellmanaged benchmarks over the next five years. By
measuring the gap between the loosely managed
and the well-managed benchmarks, we can begin
to estimate the potential change in utilization and

Further, when asked about cardiovascular,
orthopedic, general surgery, general medicine,
19

oncology and neurosciences inpatient services, the
average executive expects an increase in
utilization in every category except general
medicine. Even among executives who expect
overall inpatient services to decrease by at least
5% (40 of the 123), almost two-thirds expect an
increase for any particular non-general medicine
service line in the next five years. Based on our
data-driven models, all of these should expect
decreases of 25% to 35% in a transition to wellmanaged population health.

major imaging utilization could be cut by as much
as 50% and interventional procedures by as much
as 30%.

There was little consensus about the future
utilization of emergency services. Over 40% of
executives expect changes of at least 5%, but are
split on whether that will be an increase or a
decrease. HCG data suggests a reduction of visits

The executives expect more changes to inpatient
and ambulatory surgical services, and it is clear
they collectively anticipate a shift from the former
to the latter. Nearly half expect inpatient surgery
to decline, with most of the rest expecting no
change. Almost 80% expect an increase in
ambulatory surgery, giving an average projection
of 4% growth. Despite this near unanimity, it is
again in conflict with the HCG data, which
anticipates declines of 24% in inpatient surgery
admissions. Further, it anticipates declines of over
40% in facility-based ambulatory surgery visits—
the widest discrepancy between survey responses
and the data model.

per person of around 35%, again suggesting
executives are not expecting a level of change this
dramatic.

We agree that there will be a shift of inpatient to
outpatient surgery over time. The HCG data is a
current snapshot of benchmarks that does not
take into account the potential for additional
services to be performed in outpatient settings.
That being said, we have seen significant
differences in the utilization of ambulatory surgical
services: For example, arthroscopic knee surgery
may have a 60% higher use rate in one market
than the national median. It is our belief that even
with the shifting of surgical settings as markets
transition to well-managed ambulatory surgery,
use rates will decline in the future.

Diagnostic and Treatment Services

Ambulatory Clinics

Seventy-five percent of survey respondents expect
changes of less than 5% in utilization of both major
imaging services and interventional labs. For major
imaging, the average was a small fractional
percentage decrease. Again we see a large
discrepancy between the survey responses and
the HCG benchmarks, which suggests
overutilization in most markets and indicates that

The closest agreement between the executives
and the data model was in ambulatory clinical
services. The model predicts very modest declines
of 3% for primary care and 11% for specialty
clinics, both of which would also be offset by an
approximate 2% increase in utilization due to
aging. In our survey data, fewer than 10% of
executives projected declines in each of primary

Emergency Services
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care and specialty care clinic utilization. In both
cases, large majorities projected small, positive
changes (5% for primary care and 3% for specialty
care, on average).

network, accelerating the pace of consolidation in
the health care market.
About the Authors
This report was produced in collaboration with
Hospital 100 and Kurt Salmon, a global
management and strategy consulting firm. For
further information, visit:

It is important to note that the HCG data does not
take into account the utilization of digital channels
for providing future ambulatory care. While
predicting the impact of technology on ambulatory
clinic use rates is difficult, health care experts are
projecting that 30% to 40% of future visits could
be conducted via telephone or through digital
channels.

www.communityhospital100.com and
www.kurtsalmon.com/healthcare.

Conclusions
Contributions to this report were made by
Milliman, among the world’s largest providers of
actuarial and related products and services. For
further information, visit www.milliman.com.

The local aspect of health care means utilization
will decrease at different rates across the country.
Many health care organizations, however, do not
understand the magnitude of these impending
reductions or they believe that most health care
organizations will not have the structures in place
to make significant changes over the next five
years. While most providers will not achieve wellmanaged benchmarks over the next five years,
they should be conducting long-term planning that
takes into account these types of reductions.
Providers will also need to consider how their
asset portfolios will evolve and start thinking in
terms of consolidation and delivering care in
alternative low-cost settings.
The opportunity to remove duplication and waste,
and to create value, will have a significant impact
on most health care markets. The first movers to
value-based delivery will have a distinct market
advantage if they are able to capture the value
they are creating. Most markets have a significant
opportunity to lower excess utilization and
medical cost. The systems that are able to do this
well will be able to go to market at a substantially
lower price point and shift a considerable number
of lives and market share to their delivery
21
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A great job planning a super fun event by (pictured left
to right) Yulia Milli, Diane Story, and Jackie Carter

A special thank you to our photog-extraordinaire, Danielle Gori!
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Featured at:

The Frightening State of Healthcare
Property and Casualty Insurance

2014 Fall Institute:

An Often Untapped Source of Revenue for Self Pay Accounts
By Lori Lipocky, Aspirion Health Resources
Are you helping your patients understand all of the
payment sources that could be available to them to pay
their medical bills? Do your employees have enough
understanding of these potential payment sources to
help positively impact your self-pay account recoveries
and coordinate benefits properly? If not, you could be
missing out on a great alternative to writing off
thousands of dollars of billed charges for your facility.

it is possible to use a properly executed Letter of
Protection Security Assignment to obtain payment from
liability coverage, in most situations.
Here are the most common Property and Casualty
insurance types and some examples of how they work:
Automobile Insurance
Liability insurance (mandatory in SC and
surrounding states)

Property and Casualty insurance includes policies like
Homeowners, Renters, Landlord, Automobile,
Motorcycle, Recreation, Special Event, and Commercial
Premises Liability coverage. These policies often
contain both medical coverage, which can pay the bill
now, and liability coverage, which pays at the time of
settlement.

Medical Payments coverage (optional): provides
payment of medical expenses associated
with injuries incurred while getting into or
out of, loading or unloading, maintaining, or
operation of a motor vehicle. Patient may
have coverage from more than one policy

Not only can these types of insurance provide a source
of payment that the patient may not even be aware
exists, but they pay at a high rate of reimbursement,
often 100% of billed charges up to the limit of the
coverage available. Most medical coverage, if available,
is primary to health insurance and even though South
Carolina does not currently have a hospital lien statute,

Example: John, Mary and Paul are traveling
together in John’s car when they are rear-ended
by Fred. Everyone is injured and they are all
taken to the local hospital for treatment. John
has $5000 of medical payments coverage for
himself and each passenger in his car. Mary
also has medical payments coverage on her own
policy of $10,000. Mary’s $8,000 bill is paid in
full with $5,000 from John’s policy and $3,000
from her own.
Paul has a $7,000 bill. John’s policy pays $5,000.00.
Paul does not have medical payments coverage,
but has UHC. The $2,000 balance is filed with
UHC but no additional payment is made because
the contractual amount from UHC would have
been less than the $5,000 that was paid. Paul
has likely now met his deductible which
positively impacts any other claims filed with
UHC for treatment for this injury.
John has a $9,000 bill. His medical payments
coverage pays $5,000, leaving a $4,000 balance.
He has no health insurance. He will have a
liability claim against Fred and will eventually

Lori Lipocky presenting at the
2014 Fall Institute
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receive compensation that includes his $9,000
bill. If there is an executed Letter of Protection
with the hospital, the remaining $4,000 should
be paid to the hospital when his claim is settled.

patients on why you need this information
Modify your consent for treatment / assignment
of benefits and indigent care paperwork, if
necessary and implement an enforceable
Letter of Protection Security Assignment
into your registration process

Homeowners /Renters Insurance:
Liability Insurance

Set up a process to review medical records
requests to identify potential liability
payment opportunities. If an attorney or a
property and casualty insurer is asking for
records, there is likely a settlement in the
works.

Guest Medical coverage: provides payment of
medical bills for injuries to a guest on your
property or to a non-family member that
you accidently injure even if the injury
occurs away from your property. Usually
only $1000 - $2000 but available on every
policy

If you are fortunate to have in-house counsel at your
facility, you may be able to involve them in this process,
Examples: Dog bite, trampoline, swing set,
or you can outsource these claims to a vendor with legal
swimming pool accidents, falls, etc.
resources who can manage all or part of these types of
You are at the park with your dog and he lunges
claims and can also do the necessary follow-up work
towards a squirrel and trips a jogger who breaks and negotiations that may be needed.
his arm. Your guest medical will pay $2000 of
Regardless of how you decide to proceed, implementing
his medical bill now and the balance will
a process for investigating these potential payment
eventually be included in a liability settlement.
sources can really make a difference in collecting on
Recreational Insurance:
these type of self-pay accounts.
Liability Insurance
Medical Payments Insurance (optional but
usually included)

*The above article is for informational purposes only
and does not constitute legal advice. Should you need
further information, please contact competent counsel.

Examples: coverage works the same as for medical
payments on an auto policy on claims involving
boats, campers, RV’s, ATV’s, snowmobiles, etc.
Commercial Premises Liability Insurance:
Liability Insurance only
Examples: Slip and fall at grocery store, box of tile
falls on your foot at Home Depot
Must be liability on the business and you need a
Letter of Protection and have to wait until the
settlement occurs.
Recommendations for how to pursue these potential
payments:
Identify and segment them for placement,
tracking and measurement
Train Patient access, billers, and financial
counselors on these insurance types and
how they work
Create forms to help gather the information
needed and handouts to help educate your

Lori Lipocky holds a
Chartered Property and
Casualty Underwriters
designation and has 16
years experience in
casualty claims with a
Property and Casualty
insurer. She has also
served as a certified
Domestic and Civil
Mediator for the 3rd Judicial Circuit. She is currently
employed by Aspirion Health Resources as their Vice
President of Implementation, Training and Account
Management. Her contact information is
Lori.Lipocky@aspirionhealth.com if you have any
questions.
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Learn about timely healthcare finance topics and earn CPEs. Most live webinars are free for HFMA members and $99 for nonmembers, unless otherwise noted.
To register, simply click on the link to be taken to that event’s page on the HFMA website or visit www.hfma.org/webinars
November 11

Reshaping the Physician Fee Schedule for Physician Services to Integrate Engagement and Payment

November 12

Understanding the 2014 U. S. Trust Study of High Net Worth Philanthropy

November 13

How a Clinically Integrated Network Reduced Risk by Engaging High-risk Patients

November 18

CFO Action Steps: Leading Practices for Revenue and Outcomes Reporting Improvement—Panel
Discussion

November 19

Dignity Health: The Making of a New Revenue Cycle Management Model

November 25

Personalizing the Patient Experience: the Ultimate Objective of Population Health

December 4

Choosing the Right Methodology for Predicting Patient Demand

December 10

The Critical Role of Clinical Integration in Revenue Integrity

December 18

2015 Final Rule Changes to Outpatient Payment System (OPPS) and Ambulatory Service Center (ASC)

January 15

Effective Ways to Identify and Attribute Healthcare Products for Sustainable Savings
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